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INTRODUCTION

I{hile computer technology influences society in very broad
ways, its effects have been largely invisible to society at
large until recent years. Eor exampLe, the application of com-
puters to scientific and engineering chores in the 1950's could
be perceived only through the impact on research and engineering
design. More recently, notably in the l960rs, data systems have
been widely introduced into organizations for the conduct of
business, but even here the effects of such usage are often ap-
parent only to people within the business itseLf. In each case,
it is important to note that the individual who used the computer
for scientific or engineering purposes, or interfaced it in the
course of his job, became accustomed to the intricacy, compU-ca-
tion and awkwardness that any given system might have.

In the late 1960rs and the l970rs, information systens have
been introduced that interact directly with a large segment of
the public, e.9., billing systems, uragazine Eubscriptions, finan-
cial accounting systems. For the first tirne, a large cross-
section of the public saw personally the behavior and effect of a

computer-based system. There has been expressed extensive con-
cern about the dehumanizing effect, the impersonal interface and,
when the application is to factory or office automatj-on, there
has also been concern about the lack of job satisfaction or un-
acceptable working conditions. Irloreover, as personal information
in such systetns is used more and more widely, there is the ever-
increasing risk that people wi1l be harmed by the operation of
the system.

Thus, society at this point in time needs to achieve a bal-
ance .rmong (a) the needs for information of management and an
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organization for the conduct of buEiness, (b) the needs of people
who in the course of their dlaily job will interact directly with
some computer systemi (c) the needs of people that will be af-
fected by the system whether they interact with it or not; and
these collectiveLy are subject to the pragrmatic constraint that
the technical feasibility and economic acceptabitity must be
satisfied.

This is not the first time that society has grappled with
the consequences of a new technology. It has, for example, over
a very long period of time learned how to live with fire as a
natural phenomenon and the broad technology based on it. we have
learned how to exploit the advantages of fire, white protecting
society from harm by such means as fire insurance and fire depart-
ments. For such protection, society has implicitly agreed to
pay, either as an individuat through insurance prerniums or col-
lectively through taxes. The same protective mechanisms must now
be found with respect to personal harm that can ensue from the
operation of computer-based information systems, but there is a'significant difference from previous occasions. The introduction
of information systems has been moving very fast and will continue
to do so because there is ampJ.e reason for society, industry, co!n-
merce and. government to need them to process their voLuminous
information demands.

Ilhi !e computer technology per se is in its third decade, the
application of that technotogy to information systems that broadLy
influence and affect people is a development of the last lO years
at tnost. Thus, the present performance of such systems and the
concerns that are raised about them reflect the collective state
of understanding -- or level of ignorance -- of organizations that
need and comnission the design of such systemE, the technologists
who implement such systemg and the people who run them. Nearly
all personal-information computer systens are first generation
ones in the sense that there has not yet elapsed sufficient cal-
endar time for successive cycles of improvement. Furthermore, the
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historical pattern has been that an organization that wished to
use a computer wouLal abdicate the resPonsibility for the detailed
design to computer experts who were retained to implernent it.
Thus, the resulting system refLected the technologists' own per-
ception of system requirements as well as the leveI of understanding
that existed at the time of design. When the final product did
not culminate as the managernent or organization expected, there
was, of course, disilLusionarent, recrimination and costly revisions.

Some of what has often been called Poor performance on the
part of computer technologists is rather the inability of organiza-
tions and managenent to cqnrnunicate concisely and clearly what
is wanted. The situation, of course, is changing rapidly and im-
proving. Systen designers have accumulated substantial insight
and experience with the design and behavior of their product.
Organizations and managers have learned to better formulate and

conununicate their wishes. However ' what has not yet developed is
a mechanism for people affected by the operation of a systen to
express their needs, their views and their concerns over the
very existence of the Eystetn and the way it functions. A very
important aspect of the interface between information systerns
that deal with personal information and the peopJ.e that they
affect is the so-called invasion of personal privacy.
TEE PROBLEM

In many Western countries but certainJ.y in the United States,
the intlividtual citizen is surrounded by record-keeping and data
systens that contain extensive personal information about him.
Many such systems are computer basedt but others are still manual

or just being converted to a computer basis. Relative to the
balance of power betlreen hi:nself and the totality of data systems

that surround hirn r the citizen findls that he is increasingly in
a position of significant disadvantage.

The proliferation of record systerns has come to Pass
(a) partly because of the increasing size of population and the
sheer necessity to keep track of people; (b) partly because of
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the demand for gervices that society now makes on government i
(c) partly because of the need for improved efficiency in the
conduct of government; and (d) in business, because of size and

complexity, and for economic reasons. contenporary computer tech-
nology provides society with the tool that it needs to accommodate

growing information requirements, not only for the conduct of
goverrunent but also for industry and commerce.

The use of computer-based data systens is not limitecl to
the things that used to be done manually. Increasingly, information
per se is becoming an item of commerce and a growing industry
is discovering that substantial profit can be made from sale
of its product. Increasingly, personal information is finding
its way into diverse uses that were not anticipated when it was

collected originally; consequently, such other exploitation does
not imply the explicit or implicit consent of the data subject
for such use. This paper addresses the relation betvreen data
banks and personal privacy, especially as the issue is now

developing in the United States.
PRWACY IN RECORD-KEEPING

Personal privacy often connotes the right to be Left alonei
the right to withdraw from the influence of one's environment;
or the right to be secluded, secret or private. In any of these
senses, invasion of privacy irnplies the intrusion of some aspect
of oners environment into his solitude. Relative to record-keeping
systems, however 1 privacy has a somewhat more precise meaning. An

individual has given personal information to a record-keeping
system for some purpose. Usually this is because he expects in
exchange sdne right, privilege, benefit, or opportunity. con-
versely, the organization that holds personal data does so for
some purpose i for example, it must administer a public assistance
progrErm, or operate a teaching institution, or maintain an inven-
tory of sone set of people such as property holders, military
reserves, or wanted persong.
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The individual, in his action to provide personal informa-
tion, does so with the expectation that it will be used for the
purpose for which he gave it. It is his irnplicit expectation
that such information will be used in his best interest and

certainly not in any vray to his detriment. Ee does not expect
to be annoyed, pressured, harassed, or harmed by its use. Thus,
the hoLder of personal information and the individual have a
mutua 1 interest in the proper use of such information. Neither
should have unilateral control- over its use.

The sense, therefore, in which this paper addresses personal
privacy relates to the interface betnteen an individual and any
record-keeping system that holds personal information on him.
Personal privacy implies the expectation by the data subject
that information about himself will be used in his best interest
and in no rday contrary to his expectations. Thus, invasion of
privacy implies that the holder of personal information has mis-
used it to the detriment of one or more individuals, or has

exploited it in some fashion other than for the purpose for
which collected.

The nub of the issue today in the United States is that
the "data owner" has one-sided control over the uEe of personal
information. Except in isolated categories of data, the indi-
vidual has nothing to say about the use of information that he

has given about himself or that has been collected in other ways.
In particular, an organization can acquire data for one Frrpose
and use it for another i e.9.1 perhaps for its own bureaucratic
end, perhaps for financial return, perhaps for harassment and
perhaps for combining with other data to create more extensive
records on individuals. Iilhat is worse, the data owner can do
such things \uithout consulting or informing the data subject.
COMPUTER SECURI lY

Shoulder to shoulder with the privacy issue stands the
related one of computer security. The two need to be carefully
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ilistinguished. Ihe goal of protecting personal privacy is to
assure that personal information is used properly. Therefore,
it follows that information must be protected within the informa-
tion system that stores and manipulates it, be it computer-based
or manual i furthermore, it must be released only to authorized
users. Protection of information within a computer-based system
is conunon].y called "computer security" and for the purposes of
this discussion, it will be defined as: (a) the protection of
a computer systen per se and the information within it against
accidental or deliberate damage, (b) providing such information
onLy to authorized users, and (c) doing so on a tinely basis.

In the s,ense as defined, computer security is a necessary
aspect for assuri.ng privacy, but, of itself, is not sufficient.
In particular, the users served by a computer-based record systen
are not considered part of the security problem.

By now, it is reasonably weJ-l understood how to provide
computer security (Anderson, 1972, Turn and Petersenl L967 i ware,
L9671 . In particular, it is understood that:

o Physical safeguards such as locks, fire protection,
water protection, etc., are needed to prevent damage

to the equipment and its associated information.
o computer hardware safeguards such as memory-protect,

a non-user mode, etc., must be provided to implement
an access control mechanism between user and computer
file, and to isolate users from one another.

o Software safeguards such as a file accessr control
scheme must be provided to create, in conjunction with
hardware, a protective barrier between a user and data
files to which he is not authorized while permitting
him access to those for which he is.

o Conununication safeguards must be provided when neces-
sary to asEure secrecy of information when in transit
over communication channels.
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o Personnel safeguards such as background checks, bonding,
training, and disciplinary actions are required to
minimize potential leakage of information due to an
individual t s actions.

o An administrative and management overLay must be created
that oversees all aspects of the security safegruard
systerni inspects, tests and audits them i and controls
movement of people, magnetic discs, magnetic tapes,
Paper, etc.

Thus, withj.n a fence that conceptually surrounds the securi-ty
problem, one finds the computer itself, its software and applica-
tion programs, its conununication circuits, its terminals, its
files such as discs and tapes, maintenance peopte associated with
the system for both hardware programs and the operational. people.

PRIVACY REI,ATED TO SECURITY

A record systern is created to serve some set of users; more-
over, a record system that contains personal information is created
to influence some right, benefit, privilege or opportunity for an
individual. So Long as such information is uEed properly, all
is well; but, if it is not, then an individual rnay find hirnself
without a job, publicly ridiculed, with a damaged reputation,
harassed, pressured, in an extreme case blackmailed, or having
lost some right, privilege, benefit, or opportunity. Thus, as
contrasted with the computer security problenr described above,
the privacy problem relates to the individuaLrs perception of
how information is used to influence him; in a larger sense,
to the extent and comprehensiveness of the information collected
about him; and in the fullest sense, to these matters measured
against his social environnent.

USERS OF RECORDS

Between the individual and the record system are the users
that the system is designed to serve. One such class contains
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the legitimate users who include people authorized to have

information from the systeni this implies that such informa-
tion is required to perform some job. A second class contains
the malj-cious users who are perhaps unknown or hidden, and

deliberately attempt to penetrate the record-keeping system
to pirate information for some punpoae. It is against them,
of course, that cdnputer security safegruards are erected and
intended to be effective. Ilowever, the J.egitimate user does
not have to act properlyi he c].early can acquire information
on a presumabJ.y authorized basis but pass it to a third party
for some private purpose, e.9., financial gain, spite, ideoJ.ogical
conviction, or a favor. By doing so, he can cause one or more
individuals to suffer loss of jobr public ridicule, embarassment,
or some other damage. Against the misbehaving legitimate user
of a record-keeping system, there is not now in the united States
an adequate set of restraints nor lega1 mechanisms to deter un-
desired action. Furthermore, to the exgent that comgrter security
controls do not completely stop the nalicious user, there is
likewise no adequate mechanism to provide redress to the harmed
individual. Thus, the systeln user is an important interface be-
tween a record systern and the individuals intended to be in-
fluenced by it. on one hand, he confronts the computer security
safeguards of the system and with the other, potentially threat-
ens the privacy of the individual.
D I!4ENSIONS OF TEE ISSUE

The computer security matter is J.argely a technj-caI and

management one, whereas the privacy matter is largely a legal
one, certainly in the sense with which the term "privacyr is
used here. Thus, there is a need to conEtruct a set of legal
safeguartls so that the individual citizen has some leverage over
orrners and operators of daga banks and such that the individual
citizen has lega1 recourse should he be harmed by the operation
of a data bank. The question is: "V{hat is an appropriate legal
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structure and how should it be funplenented?r'
Is this a real problem? Unfortunately, there is not now

a documented comprehensive record of the extent to which indi-
viduals are harmed by data systems. In the United States, the
Fair Credit Reporting Act (U. S. Code, 1970) does provide the
individuaL citizen with certain rights relative to the so-caIled
consumer reporting data banks, but there is litt1e published
data concerning the economic impact of this act on the credit
reporting industry. For example, the consumer is given the
privilege to inspect his record, to contest its accuracy and

to cause it to be corrected. Moreover, he is given the privilege
to be inforned when certain negative actions against him are
taken on the basis of information in such a data bank. Hovrever,
even for this industry that already functions under constraints
there has not been assembled a documented record of how many

individuals chali.enge records in such data banks r or of how many

individuals are wrongfully denied some privilege because of in-
formation in t!:e banks. VIhile there are many anecdotes and word-of-
mouth stories describing specific instances in which an individ-
ual is harmed, it is generally felt that the problenr is real
and, in some countries at least, popular sentfunent has been
substantial.

L,acking documented evidence of the extent of the problem,
there are stil1 several important points to be noted.

o In the Uni.ted States, there is no rfay for an in-
dividual to discover what data banks hold informa-
tion on him and what information each contains.
Every citizen knows of obvious ones that he e:<-

pects to exist, e.9., military records, social
security record.s, census records, health records,
financial transaction records; but there are also
hidden and unknown ones that he does not know
about. Some that have come to light are a master
insurance industry data bank, criminal history
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o

o

records, police inteJ.ligence records, and various
data files of government.
Even if the citizen should find out that he is
in some data bank, in most instances, there is
no way for him to cause it to be affected. Fur-
thermore, shou Id he discover a system holding in-
formation on himself, there is no way for him to
control the use of such information. once it has
been acquired, the data orrner uses it as he sees

fir.
In the United States, the buLk of such personal
information is subject to court-ordered seizure,
e.9. r by subpoena or court-writ. only in the case
of census information, certain public health data
and a few other categories is there any legal.
protection of personal. information. Even in
special categories I the protection is often not
absolute and only partial..

Thus, as of now, the citizen of the United States is at
a diEadvantage relative to the totality of data banks that
surround him and influence his Iife. Decisions to implement
new data banks or to extend old ones, to exploit Personal in-
formation r or to use personal information already held in a

new vray are made by government agencies or private organiza-
tions for their convenience, efficiency or professional prefer-
ence, not necessarily with the interests or concern of the data
subject or society in mind. How can a comprehensive unbrella
of tegal protection be erected to assure personal privacy in
this situation?
APPROACEES

There are several options for a framework of legal controls,
some of which are aLready in use within the United States.
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A.

B.

c.

Special legislation could be created for each
category of problen that is identified. The
Fair Credit Reporting Act is such an example
(U. S. Code, 1970). It refl-ects the concern of
Congress with the behavior of the consumer re-
porting industry and r ith potential risks to
individuals from the operation of this industry.
This approach has the disadvantage that it deals
with the probLem after the fact; it waits for the
difficulty to develop before acting. It implies
retrofits and modifications to the data Eystems
thernselves and represents a piece-mea1 remedy
to the larger problem.
There are already in the United States a number
of industrieE that are government-regutated, e.9.,
banking I cormlunications, transportation., A varia-
tion of the first approach would be to amend alL
such regulatory acts to include appropriate safe-
guards for personal privacy; there already is some

protection in conununication legislation. This
approach has all of the disadvantages of (A) above,
and in addition has the shortcoming that it does not,
of itself, encompass situations where regulation is
presently absent.
A federal-Ievel regulatory body could be created
that controls, J.icenses, and oversees data bank
operations and the use of personal information.
Sweden has already adopted this approach (Sweden,

L973 i ter Decis .r.ons , L9731 . The Swedish Data Act
provides for a Data Inspection Board that licenses,
reguLates, controls and disciplines all "personal
registers" which are defined to be any autonatic
data processing system that deals with identifiable
personal information. This Board has conplete
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control over non-government data banks but only an

advisory relation with governnent data banks. Its
object is to make certain that Personal registers
do not "cause undue encroachment on privacy. "

The regulatory approach can certainly provide the necessary
protection if regulation per se is acceptable. There is a

residual concern that regulation will impede progress or wiLl
stand in the way of expJ-oiting data banks and data processing
for societal good. It is also to be noted that at least in
the United states, regulation tends to be used only where there
is a monopoly or oligopoly situation, where there is a scarce
or pubtic resource that must be allocated (e.9., electromagnetic
spectrum), where public resources are required for operation
(e.g., transportation) , or where substantial damage to the
public at large, or at Least a large segment of it, potentially
exists (e.9., banking). Regulation is not no:nnally used as

a mechanism to deter crimes against the individual, but it
should not be ruled out sununarily as a means to contain privacy
reguLation.

A CODE OF FAIR INE'OBMATION PRACTICE

A different approach to the subject was conceived by a
Special Advisory cornnittee that presented its findings to the
Secretary of the Departnent of Health, Education and YIelfare
in the suuner of 1973 (DIIEye, 1973). The reconmendation of this
body is to create, by legislation, a code of Fair Inf orma E,ion

Practice that would define the desired behavior of a data bank,
the desired relation betr een the data subject and the data bank
and establish certain rights for the citizen. It rests on five
basic principles.

There must be no personaL data record-keeping
systerns whose very existence is secret.

o
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o There must be a way for an individual to prevent
information about him that was obtained for one
purpose fron being used or made available for
other purposes without his consent.

o There must be a nay for an individual to correct
or amend a record of identifiable information
about him.

o Any organization creating, maintaining, using,
or dissqninating records of identifiable personal
data must assure the reliability of the data for
their intended use and must take precautions to
prevent misuge of the data.

The Code would deter the nisuse of personal information
by stipulating that any deviation from the Code would be an
abuse of personal information subject to criminal and civil
sanctions, recovery of punitive and actual danages, and injunctive
relief. The Code, as recorunended, would be implemented by a
series of safeguards, the collective effect of which is to
specify the preferred behavior and method of operation of data
banks and to describe the rights and privileges of the individual
citizen relative to them.

The safeguards suggested by the Committee are simiLar
in the broad sense to those incorporated in the Swedish Data
Act and to those iclentifiedl by various other studies of the
privacy issue. For example, one safeguard would require an
annual public notice that is intended to inform the public
at large as to the name of a record system, its nature and
purpose, its data sourc€s I the categories of data naintained,
the organizational policies and practices regarding data storage,
etc.

A second set of safeguards wouJ.d stipulate the behavior
of the organization maintaining a personal data record system.
It would be required to identify a focal point to whqn com-
plainants could come i it lrould be required to take affirmative
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action to inform its employees of the safeguards and to specify
penalties for any infraction of thenr; it would have to take
precautions against transferring identifiable personal informa-
tion to data systems that may not include adequate safeguards;
it would be required to maintain records with sufficient ac-
curacy, completeness, tirneliness and pertinence as is relevant
to their intended use.

A third set of safeguards gives the individual data sub-
ject certain rights. Iilhen asked to supply personal data, he
would be informed whether he is Iegally required to or may
refuse to supply it; he would be informed, upon his request,
whether he is a subject in a given data systen; he would have
the opportunity to inspect the record, to challenge it, and to
cause corrections to be madei he would be assured that data
about himseLf is used onJ.y for the stated purposes of the system.

There are significant arguments in favor of this approach.
o It uses the existing legal and judticial institu-

tions of the country to irnplement privacy protec-
tion.

o It is consistent with the United States' approach
to deterring societally or personally undesirable
actions against the individual , e.g., a criminal
act, unfair labor practice.

o It implies the creation of ninimum new bureaucratic
function E.

o It applieE equally to government or private data
banks.

o Relative to private industry, it focuses the problem
in the office of the ceneral Counsel , an entity
which industry already needs for other purposes.

o It encourages preferred behavior of data systems
by levying financial penalties for misbehavior.

o Through the medium of court decision and inter-
pretations, it provides an adaptive solution to
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the issue of personaL privacy as the attitudes
of society and the needs for personal information
change.

o It puts the control where it seems proper, namely,
in the hands of the individual who has been harmed
rather than in the hands of a government function
that paternally watches out for him.

o It deals with the issue across the board rather
than piecemeal.

o It represents a minimum of government intrusion
into the affairs of the individual and of industry.

The dominant argunent against a Eair Code approach con-
cerns the slow response time of the judicial. Eystem and the
expense of prosecuting an action.

CONCLUSION

As of the end of 1973, many countries or states have
considered the personal pr ivacy issue or have taken explicit
action to provide some measure of protection for citizens.
A number of states of l{est Germany, for example, have passed
data protection acts that establish certain measures of con-
troJ. over government files (DEEW-I; 1973). Sweden has passed
its Data Act that established a federal Data Inspection Board.
France (DIIEW-4 , L973) has studied the problenr but taken no
definitive action. The Younger Committee (DHEW-2 r 1973) in
creat Britain and the Department of Communications and Justice
in Canada (DIIEI{-3, 1973) have produced substantial studies and
recormnendations on the issue. In the United States, proposed
legislative action at the federal level seeks to implement a
Code of Fair Information Practice (Goldvrater t L973i Koch and Gold-
water r L9741 t the State of California is considering similar
legisJ-ation (Bag1eyr 1973). The State of Massachusetts has
created a Corunission on Privacy and Data Banks to review the
operation of all state data banks and the relevant law and
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administrative procedures (Cqnputer @.!!, 1973).
Thus, there is substantial concern in many countries of

the Vlestern world about the relation between the individuaL
citizen and government or private data banks that use informa-
tion about him for various purPoses. It would appear that
many legislative and administrative actions wilL occur in
L974-75 that will significantly redress the balance of power

between citizen and data bank; the relationship betvreen them
will become more equitable and bilateral. In this matter of
personal privacyr society now faces a truly central question
of human choice as people collectively decide how they wish
information about thenseLves to be controlled and used.
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